
 

Outcome One: 

On a map identify cli-

mate zones ,continents 

and locate Ghana. We 

will also use com-

pass points to lo-

cate the main 

oceans of the world. 

Outcome Two: 

To understand 

and explain the 

impact that the 

equator has on 

Ghana’s climate 

Texts we will be reading: 

 

 

 

 

Developing oracy by: 

Learning and reciting a 

range of poetry. We will 

read these aloud and per-

form showing understand-

ing through intonation, tone 

and volume so that the 

meaning is clear to the      

audience. 

Our P4C focus will be: 

Are all children equal in the world?  

Enquiry question: What difference does a leap across the ocean make?  

Key skills we will be aspiring to achieve:  

Maths We will be reviewing our knowledge of place value 
and the four operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division.  We will also recognise/
find/name/write fractions 1/5, 1/4, 2/4, ᶟ∕₄ of a 
length, shape, set of objects or quantity. 

English In English we will write letters and postcards from   

Sunny as he travels .  We will also orally retell the story  

using actions, tone and intonation from Sunny’s point of 

view.  Finally we will recreate our own version of  Meer-

cat Mail using an alternative character. 

Understand geographical similarities & differences 

through studying the human and physical geogra-

phy of the small area of the United Kingdom 

(locality – Autumn term) & of a small area of a con-

trasting non-European country- Ghana . 

 To be able to name and locate the continents 

of the world, locate the world’s oceans on a 

map and identify Ghana on a map of Africa. 

 To be able to locate the equator, north pole 

and south pole and be able to explain and de-

scribe Ghana’s climate. 

 To be able to use geographical vocabulary to 

describe the human and physical features of 

Ghana. 

 Explore what life is like for a Ghananian child 

and compare  to our lives using knowledge 

learnt in ‘Our Local Area’ topic. 

  

Science  Animals inc. Humans 

 Notice that animals, including humans, have off-

spring which grow into adults. 

 Find out about and describe the basic needs of ani-

mals, including humans, for survival (water, food 

and air). 

 Describe the importance for humans of exercise, 

eating the right amounts of different types of food, 

and hygiene. 

Geography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art/DT In Art we will produce a design using printing techniques 

based on the traditional Adinkra patterns of Ghana using a 

range of printing techniques, designs in foam and natural ma-

terials. 

In D&T  we will design and create a donkey cart and under-

stand how the donkey is a really important part of life. 

PE This term year 2 will be studying dance 

looking at a range of genres. 

 

Computing We will continue to Explore tuned and untuned percussion and the 

importance of keeping a steady beat 

Immersive Experience: 

Mrs Dean  our executive  head    

teacher will be coming to our class 

to discuss her time in Ghana.  The 

children will have the opportunity 

to ask her questions and she will 

share with them memories and 

items she collected whilst there.  

Project Outcome: 

 

Project Audience: 

The children will share the 

books at a book club signing  

for the whole school and 

will invite parents. 

Outcome Three: 

To be able to de-

scribe both the 

physical and 

human fea-

tures  of Ghana. 

Outcome Four 

To be able to un-

derstand what life 

is like for a        

Ghanaian  

child and 

compare to 

 

We will be studying the text Meercat  Mail. 

Sunny the meerkat lives with his enormous 

family in the Kalahari desert. They are all very 

close . . . so close, in fact, that one day Sunny 

decides he's had enough and packs his bags.  

 

Outcome Five  

To produce and 

design our own 

traditional 

Adrinka 

patterns of 

Ghanan. 

Outcome Six  

To design and cre-

ate a donkey cart 

and understand 

how the donkey is 

a really important 

part  of life. 

 We will create our own ver-

sion of ‘Masai and I’ describing 

the similarities and differences 

between our lives and those of 

the Ghanaian children. We will 

decorate the front cover in 

Adrinka fabric 

 


